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Abstract. The domains in which Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) are being
used in single learner environments are well-defined and have been shown to be
effective. However, current data tracking and interoperable data sharing across
those environments and domains are still in their infancy. Growing specifications like Experience API (xAPI) from the Advanced Distributed Learning
(ADL) Initiative are gaining traction due to their ability to capture data about
experiences across a variety of environments. However, determining the right
level of data is still a challenge. This paper explores the current research and
use of xAPI within the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT)
for macro-adaptation methods. To address current gaps in research, recent efforts have used GIFT as a test bed for analyzing the effect of data descriptions
at various levels for tutoring technologies.
Keywords: Adaptive Training, Interoperable, Performance, Experience API,
Intelligent Tutoring Systems
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Introduction

Built with the intention of providing highly individualized learner feedback, Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) are still being researched and developed to ensure usability and reliability of adapting instruction at the right levels. Effective human tutors
ask questions, tailor feedback, provide opportunities for reflection, and change the
content, direction, pace, and challenge level of instruction to optimize learning [1].
Adaptive ITSs also attempt to select optimal instructional strategies to meet the specific learning needs of individuals or teams [2]. Yet several issues still remain with
current authoring practices. They are expensive, require expertise, lack extensibility
and reuse, and remain hard to integrate into daily practices. As a result, the ITS community continues to explore trends in domain-independent authoring environments to
facilitate learning that typically occurs between teachers and students, as well as costeffective approaches to integration.
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Additionally, interoperable assessment capabilities are continuously being examined to provide the appropriate internal and external learner data to each individual
tutoring system at the correct time or optimal teachable moment. Current efforts are
guided by the concept of the Interoperable Performance Assessment (IPA) which is a
method of uniformly defining and describing experience and context data in order to
assess learning and performance over time and adapt training across a variety of environments, systems, or modalities; where performance is observed, assessed, evaluated, or asserted by systems or observers [3]. Within various training environments and
other tutoring systems, data is currently collected in a black-box fashion leaving data
about the learner unavailable for macro-adaptation by other systems. By enabling
disparate applications to act on relevant information about the learner from other systems, tutors will be able to initiate the correct training content or data that corresponds
to the learner needs. Currently a specification, the Experience API, or xAPI, focuses
on the capture of interoperable assessment data from learner experiences. Emerging
technology around this specification known as the Learning Record Store (LRS) enables the storage and retrieval of xAPI data (known as statements) for intelligent tutoring systems to access information surrounding current and previous training performance.
The Army Research Laboratory’s (ARL) is investigating tools, methods and
standards for ITSs so that they are used within military training environments. Their
efforts have resulted in the design of GIFT, the Generalized Intelligent Framework for
Tutoring, which has a modular, service-oriented architecture. GIFT was developed to
address authoring, instructional strategies and analysis constraints. Given the importance of evolving key ITS features and specifications like xAPI and how they enable additional sources of interoperable data, recent efforts by ARL have resulted in
the expansion of GIFT to receive and store xAPI statements for interoperability of
data from outside sources. In this paper, we will describe xAPI and the current research and development efforts underway to expand GIFT to collect and store xAPI
datasets, and how this enhances GIFT’s ability to adapt instruction based on a learner’s history.
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Experience API

As we are currently immersed in a technology age, a realization is emerging that
learning is continuously happening beyond formal training environments. Learning is
also happening through experiential and informal methods. Technologies continue to
drive the training community toward new training approaches and the development of
systems that create, view, and present content to learners in new ways. A need for
common specifications to support these environments has been growing.
In 1999, the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative, currently of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense Personnel and Readiness (OUSD P&R), set
out to modernize learning and training in the Department of Defense (DoD). One of

ADL’s initial goals was to “establish guidelines on the use of standards and provide a
mechanism to assist DoD and other Federal agencies in large-scale development,
implementation, and assessment of interoperable and reusable learning systems” [4].
As a result of the creation of ADL, the Sharable Content Object Reference Model
(SCORM) emerged [5].
The xAPI is an evolution beyond SCORM that solves many problems that were
classically associated with the SCORM guidelines. Unlike SCORM, the xAPI allows
tracking outside of an LMS to capture data about digital and non-digital learning experiences. The ADL’s Training and Learning Architecture (TLA) capability “encompasses a set of standardized Web service specifications and Open Source Software
(OSS) is designed to create a rich environment for connected training and learning”
[6]. Under the TLA capability, the xAPI work is focused on extending the future support of interoperability of learning systems. The xAPI defines a method to capture
data about the interaction between a learner and a learning experience. The xAPI is an
emerging specification that is evolving the learning technology marketplace and capabilities within organizations.
The xAPI specification, 1.0.0 as of April 26, 2013, defines an API to track data
about learning experiences [7]. An API defines a protocol intended to be used as an
interface by software components to communicate with each other. The xAPI is a
specification that describes a common data structure and the storage/retrieval rules
that developers can implement to create a learning experience tracking service. The
service works by allowing statements of experience (typically learning experiences,
but could be any experience) to be delivered to and securely stored in a Learning
Record Store (LRS). The format of these statements is based on Activity Streams
(<Actor, Verb, Object> or “I did this.”) [8]. In this format, the Actor is the agent the
statement is about, like a learner, mentor, teacher, or group. The verb describes the
action of the statement, such as read, passed or taught. Finally, the object is what the
Actor interacted with, like a book, a test, a video, a class or even a mentor. These are
some of the simplest examples, but xAPI also allows complex statements corresponding to anything conceivable in natural human language. Figure 1 shows an example of
an xAPI statement.
{

"id": "5d23f4c4-9368-46ad-8390-5a086f45a829",
"actor": {
"objectType": "Agent",
"name": "Smith, Greg",
"mbox": "mailto:admin@sp2.com"
},
"verb": {
"display": {
"en-US": "assessed"
},
"id": "http://www.SP2.com/assessed"
},
"object": {
"objectType": "Agent",
"name": "John Bates",

"mbox": mailto:john.bates@us.army.mil

Figure 1. xAPI statement example

These statements can be used by themselves to track learning records which will
provide the ability to enable richer learning environments. The xAPI specification
was also written to be flexible enough to meet the varying use cases of the e-learning
community. This flexibility may lead to a degradation of interoperability if communities of practice do not agree to certain conventions. These conventions and rules on
how to use the xAPI can be collected into companion specifications and applied to the
base xAPI specification as profiles. ADL is currently developing a profile for the
SCORM community that addresses topics such as launch of traditional web content,
statement verbs and results for reporting success and completion.
The purpose of xAPI is to store and provide access to learning experiences including
traditional records, such as scores or completion status, as well as assertions of proficiency or deficiency for concepts, competencies, knowledge or skills. This intersystem communication between Learning Management Systems (LMSs), ITSs, and other
systems is allowing domain-independent ITSs and training technology-based solutions to leverage a new level of breadth and depth on how users have performed on
topics, events and activities across a variety of learning platforms. By understanding
the current state and granular historical data of a learner, these systems will ultimately
be able to adapt learner pathways at the macro and micro level. Figure 2 shows the
data and functional ecosystem of the ITS, LRS and xAPI.

Figure 2. ITS, LRS and xAPI Ecosystem
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Interoperable Performance Assessment (IPA)

Currently, there are a number of efforts underway in the DoD related to tracking
and assessing performance, an important step to enable adaptive learner-centric environments. The Army Research Laboratory’s (ARL) Simulation and Technology
Training Center (STTC) funded a recent effort to define best practices for defining
and encoding good performance measurement using xAPI statements. Additionally,
this funded effort supported the development of a technical architecture for interoperable activity across current Army architectures and a proof of concept called the Soldier Performance Planner (SP²). The SP² allows various systems to connect and share
data, to add new individual data, and to track individual and group performance data
that will ultimately support adaptive and tailored learning across ITSs and other systems.
In its exploration of the xAPI to support IPA, ARL is evaluating the assessment of
individuals across multiple systems to establish best practices for the proper extraction of meaningful performance data from training events, as well as visualization of
the data [2]. A recent effort, Interoperable Performance Tracking to Support Tailored
Learning, has defined approaches to collect data about both learners and content to
continually evolve the complexity of potential adaptations at more and more granular
levels. The focus to date has been on macro adaptive approaches within GIFT afforded by the use xAPI data captured within other systems. The effort focuses on capturing xAPI statements, from one or more systems, that define whether a person is at,
above, or below a given standard on a given concept. These statements are stored in a
central LRS between the systems. The statements are then accessed by a polling component built with GIFT. The example in Figure 3 is sample xAPI statement in JSON
that describes data that was created by an observer using a tablet tool to assess performance of an individual using a simulator. The statement generally says that “Greg
Smith assessed John Bates in a particular context and he was an expert.” This xAPI
statement would be accessed by an ITS (GIFT in this case) from the LRS to provide
context for adaptation.
{

"id": "5d23f4c4-9368-46ad-8390-5a086f45a829",
"actor": {
"objectType": "Agent",
"name": "Smith, Greg",
"mbox": "mailto:admin@sp2.com"
},
"verb": {
"display": {
"en-US": "assessed"
},
"id": "http://www.SP2Test.com/assessed"
},
"object": {
"objectType": "Agent",
"name": "John Bates",
"mbox": "mailto:john.bates@us.army.mil"

}

},
"result": {
"extensions": {},
"score": null,
"success": false,
"response": "Expert"
},
"context": {
"extensions": {},
"contextActivities": {
"parent": [],
"grouping": [
{
"id": "http://www.SP2test.com/Air_to_Ground_Integration",
"definition": {
"name": {
"en-us": "Air to Ground Integration"
},
"description": {
"en-us": "Target is destroyed"
}
}
},
{
"id": "http://www.SP2test.com/101st_CAB_AATX",
"definition": {
"name": {
"en-us": "101st CAB AATX"
},
"description": {
"en-us": "7/18/2013 11:20:15 PM"
}
}
}
]
},
"platform": null
},
"timestamp": "12/10/2013 16:46:11",
"authority": {
"objectType": "Agent",
"name": null,
"mbox": null
}

Figure 3. GIFT xAPI statement example.

The polling component allows GIFT to macro-adapt course recommendations
based on a limited number of simple rules:
1) For courses which have an xAPI statement that the learner is at or above competency, the user will be informed that the course is no longer recommended.
2) For concepts with an xAPI statement indicating that a user is performing below, courses which contain that concept will be presented to the user as recommended.

The approach is intended to demonstrate intersystem data value through macroadaptation of a learning path. If adopted by the community, xAPI can expand information beyond performance and can incorporate elements of preferences and interaction characteristics within ITS environments. Some examples include the capture of
common results, behaviors, or preferences that a user exhibits such as higher levels of
engagement when involved in informal learning. Based on the results, the US Army
Research Laboratory (ARL) is exploring efforts to inform the domain-independent
ITS research and development that is being conducted within the community. Efforts
to date have shown how the IPA concept can be used to manage/adapt instruction on
the individual level. Additionally, the set of standards/heuristics for individualized
instruction and how they can be implemented across different domains and systems is
underway as a community driven approach.
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GIFT and ITS Macro-Adaptive Approaches

Recently efforts at the ARL have shown significant success in developing and prototyping a generalizable architecture for tutoring with an open-source, community
development approach. GIFT is currently being utilized across a variety of efforts
which are demonstrating practical use cases for military trainers and trainees, academic partners, and commercial sector clients. GIFT currently has over 300 users in 19
different countries.
While GIFT and other pedagogical models use collected data on ‘What’ is being
instructed and the available ‘Content’ from which to instruct, ‘Who’ is being instructed is often missing from the picture [9]. If ITSs knew information about the learner
and the knowledge or skills they possess, current data could inform both micro and
macro approaches to training adaptation. IPA can provide a method for future ITSs to
make upfront macro-adaptations or inform configurations of micro-adaptations which
would be triggered by the learner model, enhancing the learning experience. Currently, data that would inform macro approaches is also critical for competency management or monitoring. In the current IPA efforts, use cases have provided the capability
to identify recommended macro strategies for each learner based on their profile,
competency data and training outcome assessments. Additional elements are currently
being identified for external data sources, such as LMSs, LRSs, or external training
events, to pass meaningful data to GIFT and other ITSs to adapt at macro levels.
Based on current research, some of the meaningful data or sources of adaptation
could be individual differences and task characteristics [9]. Based on research by
Goldberg et al. (2012), these may include student performance levels, working
memory capacity, knowledge type, task difficulty and complexity, learner’s prior
knowledge/expertise, learner’s traits or attributes, learning styles, interactive multimedia instruction (IMI) levels, or tasking learning categories. Ideally IPA influences
of GIFT interactions could ultimately adapt the instructional tactics or target of adap-

tion to focus on the sequence of instruction, presentation of information, degree of
learner control, feedback, problem difficulty or pace of instruction. Considerations for
each of these sources and targets are under review and should be examined for future
research related to xAPI statements and how that data would be meaningfully passed
from ITSs and other systems. IPA can be an important source of adaptation and what
the targets would be in the future.
With the market adopting common specifications like xAPI, a need exists to shape
data capture requirements as a community to allow all potential data-producing systems to be leveraged appropriately. Future adaptive learning ecosystems will be collecting data about our learners as they consume content and intersect with experiences
across a wide range of delivery modalities to better connect them to the right experience next. Most importantly, this data collection will drive new opportunities for connecting the learners and experiences together in meaningful ways. Understanding,
connecting, and provisioning learners, content, and experiences based upon their past
experiences and results is the key to providing learning where it affects performance
in positive ways.
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Future Research

While current ITSs are focused on reducing high training development costs, improved standards, and adaptability to support tailored needs of the learner, there is still
much research and development left to be done to attain this goal. As new domains
continue to be explored, interoperable performance assessment best practices documentation and methods will continue to grow and expand based on domain-specific
verbs, actors, actor taxonomies, activities, and more domain specific context descriptions. Future IPA efforts should continue to explore tools and methods to convert
these strategies into specific instructional tactics for implementation. For instance,
statements from other systems about competencies, knowledge, and skills could be
utilized to select teams, identify group scenarios, and determine individual mission
injects that would leverage the strengths of the teams to mitigate team weaknesses.
As other systems and ITSs start to build support for the xAPI specification and leverage intersystem data from the LRS, we as a community can begin to power future ITS
with the capability to adapt based on rich learner profiles and aggregations of experience. Additionally, providing content specific to a learner’s needs not only reduces
the time spent on unnecessary content, [11] but helps them focus on the areas that
need attention or remediation. By conceptualizing instructional management in a domain-independent ITS, future development efforts should concentrate on developing
support for data creation and collection across the entire learning ecosystem.
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Conclusions

While research gaps still exist on retention and deep learning, there is a community of practice that is shaping the future of personalized and tailored learning. Tech-

nology developments continue to grow around those systems that are connecting
methods and approaches for tracking the learners experience from both macro and
micro levels. With increasing pressure to achieve greater efficiency and effectiveness
in training investments, there has been greater interest in adaptive training solutions
and systems among researchers and practitioners. Adaptive training represents a
method to achieve better results at lower cost. As a result, there exists significant
interest in exploring its potential by some of the largest customers for training in the
United States and abroad [12].
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